Abstract
Introduction
RNA secondary structures without pseudoknots obey a "nested" constraint: for any two base-pairs ( , ) and ( , Ð), where and Ð , it must satisfy either Ð or Ð . Due to this property, prediction of RNA secondary structures can be solved by a dynamic programming procedure, the weighted loop matching algorithm (LM) [6] . Given an RNA sequence Ë [1. .AE ] and a score matrix , where ( , ) is the score for the th base to form a base-pair with the th base, the LM algorithm computes the score of the best structure for each subsequence of Ë, starting from the shortest one. Let these scores be stored in a matrix . At the end of the procedure, (1, AE ) stores the score of an optimal structure for sequence Ë[1..AE ], which can be obtained by tracing back matrix . The computation and trace-back can be done in Ç´Ò ¿ µ time and Ç´Ò ¾ µ space [6] .
Recently several dynamic programming algorithms have been proposed for the prediction of pseudoknots using thermodynamic approaches [7, 10, 1] , but unfortunately they are very expensive (e.g., Ç´Ò µ in time and Ç´Ò µ in space). Yet, due to the lack of proper energy parameters, their accuracies are not satisfactory. On the other hand, comparative methods can produce more reliable predictions, but are often done in an ad hoc manner and require expert intervention. Maximum weighted matching (MWM) [9] , an algorithm for pseudoknot prediction using covariance information, suffers from low prediction accuracy in many cases since it allows many types of unrealistic interactions to happen.
Algorithm
We can extend the basic LM algorithm to accommodate pseudoknots. A pseudoknot can be considered as an interaction between two loop regions of a secondary structure. Therefore we can identify a pseudoknot in two steps. First we predict a secondary structure using the LM algorithm. Then we remove all the paired bases and predict another secondary structure on the remaining sequence. Combining these two secondary structures produces a structure that may contain pseudoknots. However, this idea often fails in practice. The bases of some pseudoknots may be predicted to form base-pairs with wrong partners in the first step, which prevents them from being correctly identified later. To solve this problem, we can run the LM procedure multiple times, each time we only accept the group of basepairs that appear to be the most reliable, e.g., with the highest scores. The sketch of the new algorithm, called iterative loop matching (ILM), is as follows:
1. Prepare a base-pairing score matrix ½ AE ½ AE from a sequence or a sequence alignment.
2. Run the LM algorithm using matrix to produce matrix Z and trace back Z to get a base-pair list Ä. Identify all helices in Ä and combine helices separated by small internal loops or bulges. If no helix is identified, go to step 5.
3. Pick helix À that has the highest score, merge À into the base-pair list Ë to be reported. Remove bases of À from the initial sequence. Update the score matrix accordingly.
4. Repeat step 2-3 until no remaining bases.
5. Report base-pair list Ë and terminate.
Score matrix can be prepared by a variety of ways. When there is more than one homologous sequence, a combination of thermodynamic and phylogenetic scores can be used, while for a single sequence only thermodynamic scores are available. Detailed description of the score matrix is discussed in [8] . In most cases, updating score matrix in step 3 simply means to remove rows and columns corresponding to bases that have been paired. Thus in each iteration, only a part of needs to be re-computed. Suppose that a previous iteration has selected a base-pair (Ô, Õ). The worst case time complexity of the algorithm is Ç´Ò µ while in average case it is close to Ç´Ò ¿ µ. The space complexity remains Ç´Ò ¾ µ.
Unlike the existing algorithms in [7, 10, 1] , the ILM algorithm does not guarantee optimality. However, it does ensure that the score of the predicted structure is at least no worse than that predicted by the basic LM algorithm.
Results and Discussion
We compare the ILM algorithm with two existing methods. We first compare ILM and MWM [9] on aligned sequences, using combined thermodynamic and phylogenetic scores. Then we test ILM, MWM and pknots [7] on individual sequences, using thermodynamic scores alone. Partial results are listed in Table 1 . In the first experiment, with 8-12 homologous sequences, ILM correctly identifies more than 90% of the base-pairs for short sequences and 80.0% over all sequences, while the corresponding percentages for MWM are 60-85% and 59.2%. ILM correctly predicts all pseudoknots except one in 16S rRNA that involves a longrange 3bp helix. Furthermore, ILM produces much fewer false positive base-pairs than MWM. For sequences without pseudoknots, such as 5S rRNA, ILM produces very few spurious base-pairs. When individual sequences are used (e.g., TMV and HDV), ILM and pknots show similar prediction accuracies and are both better than MWM (data for MWM not shown), but ILM is much faster than pknots. For example, it takes 65 minutes for pknots to fold an RNA of 105 bases long, but only less than 0.1 second for ILM.
The ILM algorithm has been implemented in ANSI C and is freely available at http://www.cse.wustl. edu/˜zhang/projects/rna/ilm/. . Column 5 and 6: prediction results of MWM or pknots (pknots were used for HDV and TMV). Column 7 and 8: prediction results of ILM. Column 5 and 7: number of correctly predicted base-pairs / total predicted basepairs. Column 6 and 8: number of correctly predicted pseudokntos. Alignment and structure of SRP RNA are from [4] , tmRNA from [5] , and 5S and 16S rRNA from [2] . Structures of TMV and HDV are from [11] and [3] , respectively.
